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Sensor clustering and trajectory optimization are a hot topic for last decade to improve energy efficiency of wireless sensor network
(WSN). Most of existing studies assume that the sensor is uniformly deployed or all regions in the WSN coverage have the same
level of interest. However, even in the same WSN, areas with high probability of disaster will have to form a “hotspot” with
more sensors densely placed in order to be sensitive to environmental changes. The energy hole can be serious if sensor
clustering and trajectory optimization are formulated without considering the hotspot. Therefore, we need to devise a sensor
clustering and trajectory optimization algorithm considering the hotspots of WSN. In this paper, we propose an iterative
algorithm to minimize the amount of energy consumed by components of WSN named ISCTO. The ISCTO algorithm consists
of two phases. The first phase is a sensor clustering phase used to find the suitable number of clusters and cluster headers by
considering the density of sensor and residual battery of sensors. The second phase is a trajectory optimization phase used to
formulate suitable trajectory of multiple mobile sinks to minimize the amount of energy consumed by mobile sinks. The ISCTO
algorithm performs two phases repeatedly until the amount of energy consumed by the WSN is not reduced. In addition, we
show the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of the total amount of energy consumed by sensors and mobile sinks.

1. Introduction

With the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT), the wireless
sensor network (WSN) has attracted much attention as a key
enabler of IoT technology. The WSN is used in a wide range
of fields such as home IoT [1], smart agriculture [2], and
smart city [3]. The WSN is a network consisting of a large
number of battery-powered sensors deployed in a large area.
To maximize the performance of the WSN, two challenges
must be considered. One is the lifetime of the WSN. Since
the sensor is powered by a battery, the lifetime of the sensor
cannot last indefinitely. Therefore, in order to increase the
lifetime of the sensor, numerous approaches such as
energy-efficient routing path construction [4], duty-cycling
management [5], and radio frequency energy harvesting [6]
have been conducted [7]. The other problem is a coverage
hole. The WSN is constructed in a very large Area of Interest
(AoI) such as battlefields, radioactive power plants, and

farms [8]. It is very important to place the sensor so that
the coverage of the WSN is not empty in the AoI. The
WSN needs to monitor the changes in the environment such
as temperature, humidity, air pressure, and radiation occur-
ring in the AoI. If there is a coverage hole in the AoI, there
is a possibility that the change in the environment may not
be correctly recognized. WSNs with important targets that
should not be missed, such as severe radioactive leaks, can
be more damaging if environmental changes are not properly
monitored. Therefore, many researches have been conducted
on sensor deployment to eliminate the coverage hole within a
very large AoI [9].

However, it may not be appropriate to consider the entire
coverage of a very wide WSN with the same level of interest.
Where there is a relatively high probability of a disaster, such
as fires, or radioactive spills, the area must be sensitive to
environmental changes compared to those that are not. This
means that sensors in areas with a high probability of disaster
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have to sense more frequently than other sensors. Sensors that
sense frequently consume energy faster than other sensors.
This causes an imbalance in energy consumption between
sensors. More sensors need to be deployed to increase density
to balance energy consumption between sensors across all
coverage and thoroughly investigate environmental changes
in the AoI [10].

However, an energy hole issue may occur where the sen-
sor density is high [11]. Sensors transmit data to the sink
through relaying between sensors to process the generated
data [12]. Due to the geographical characteristics, a node
close to the sink frequently communicates with a lot of data.
This causes the sensor closer to the sink to discharge the bat-
tery faster than the far sensor, and this problem is called an
energy hole issue. If the sensor density is high, the sensors
located geographically close to each other generate a lot of
data. A lot of data is relayed using a common intermediate
sensor to reach the sink. As a result, the intermediate sensor
which was in charge of relaying high-density sensors had to
discharge the battery quickly.

The energy hole can be relaxed by using clustering and
mobile sink [13]. It is possible to mitigate energy holes by
sending data directly to the near cluster header by creating
a large number of fine clusters. In addition, the energy hole
can be mitigated by moving the sink near the cluster header
to directly receive the collected data.

However, most sensor cluster and mobile sink trajectory
planning studies do not take into account the possibility of
“hotspot” in which sensors are densely located in areas of
high interest. As mentioned above, a large number of fine
clusters must be created in order to mitigate the energy hole
in the hotspot. If the cluster header is selected without con-
sidering the density of each sensor, there is a probability that
a sufficient number of fine clusters are not generated in the
hotspot. If only a small number of clusters are formed in
the hotspot, the number of member nodes responsible for
the cluster header increases. This increases the energy con-
sumption generated when the cluster header receives data
sent by the member node and increases the probability that
an energy hole will occur. Likewise, forming a trajectory of
mobile sinks without considering hotspot can cause an
imbalance in energy consumption between mobile sinks.
The mobile sink in charge of the hotspot needs to visit a
larger number of cluster headers than other mobile sinks,
and energy consumption is also increased. Therefore, it is
necessary to devise a method for forming clusters and trajec-
tories of mobile sinks according to the hotspot.

Therefore, this paper proposes iterative sensor clustering
and mobile sink trajectory optimization (ISCTO) method
considering the hotspot of the WSN. The algorithm uses a
density function using a k-nearest neighbor which can mea-
sure sensor density. We formulate the total energy consump-
tion function of the components of the WSN. The energy
consumption function is selected as an objective function of
the optimization problem. To solve this problem, this algo-
rithm separates the original optimization problem into clus-
tering and trajectory optimization problems. In the clustering
problem, the number of clusters and the cluster header and
member nodes is configured to decrease the amount of

energy consumed by the sensors. In the trajectory optimiza-
tion, the locations of the cluster headers presented as the out-
put in the clustering step are used to form a trajectory that
minimizes the amount of energy consumed by all mobile
sinks. The algorithm is repeated until energy efficiency no
longer increases.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(i) We propose a clustering method to increase the
energy efficiency of the sensor considering the hot-
spot of the WSN. The clustering proceeds to select
suitable cluster headers considering the density and
residual battery of sensors

(ii) We propose a trajectory optimization algorithm to
minimize the amount of energy consumed by all
mobile sinks. In the proposed trajectory optimiza-
tion method, we propose a sector boundary control
algorithm to minimize the amount of energy con-
sumed by all mobile sinks by decreasing the total tra-
jectory length of mobile sinks

(iii) We present the performance of the proposed
method through simulation. We show visually the
process of sensor clustering and trajectory change.
We also analyze the running time of our algorithm

The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce related studies. We present the system model
in Section 3. We also present the mathematical problem to
be solved in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the pro-
posed ISCTO algorithm to maximize the energy efficiency
of the WSN. We show the performance of our proposed
algorithm by simulation in Section 5. We conclude this
paper in Section 6.

2. Related Works

In this section, we introduce some studies related to energy
hole, sensor clustering, and mobile sink trajectory formula-
tion in the WSN.

2.1. Energy Hole. There are numerous studies to mitigate
energy hole issues in the WSN [14]. The authors of [15] pro-
pose an algorithm to balance the consumed energy among
the whole network to avoid the energy hole issue. To balance
a load distribution and energy consumption, the algorithm
finds an optimal communication distance and uses a trans-
mission strategy based on the amount of consumed energy.
In [16], a transmission distance adjustment algorithm is pro-
posed to minimize and balance the energy consumption of
the whole sensors with a static sink. A short-trip forwarding
strategy of an ant colony optimization and reference
transmission distance is adopted to minimize and balance
the energy consumption. The authors of [17] propose a rout-
ing path reconstructing algorithm when a dead node occurs
in a network. In this paper, two protocols are introduced
named on-hole children reconnection and on-hole alert.
The authors of [18] analyze theoretically the lifetime of a
WSN from initialization to the entire dead by estimating
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the energy consumption and traffic load of the sensors. In
addition, the authors analyze the boundary of energy hole
issues that happened. The authors of [19] propose a deploy-
ment model of a WSN consisting of heterogeneous and
homogeneous sensors. The authors also give some guide to
deploy the sensors by considering the energy hole issue to
maximize the lifetime of the WSN on the several network
topology scenarios. The authors of [20] propose two algo-
rithms to find an optimal sojourn duration and find an
optimal sojourn location of a mobile sink in a cluster. The
optimal sojourn duration is determined by balancing the
amount of consumed energy between cluster heads. By this
algorithm, the energy hole can be alleviated. The second algo-
rithm to find an optimal sojourn duration operates to balance
the amount of consumed energy between member sensor
nodes in a cluster to alleviate the coverage hole issue. In
[14], a data gathering algorithm named EPEGASIS is pro-
posed to alleviate the energy hole issue with the mobile sink.
In the algorithm, a sensor calculates an optimal communica-
tion distance and then chooses a relay node from its neigh-
boring sensors. In addition, the algorithm has a mechanism
to protect the sensors from power outage by unbalanced
energy consumption.

Unfortunately, the previous works may not operate effi-
ciently in the WSN where the sensors are not deployed
uniformly. When the sensors are deployed nonuniformly,
the probability of the energy hole issue occurring depends
on the density of the sensors. Therefore, this paper con-
siders the hotspot location to mitigate energy hole issues
to formulate energy-efficient sensor cluster and mobile sink
trajectory.

2.2. Sensor Clustering. There are numerous studies to formu-
late an efficient sensor cluster in the WSN with a static sink
[21] or mobile sink [24–22]. In [22], the wedge-based cluster-
ing and cluster merging algorithm is proposed in the static
sink and the static sensor nodes of a WSN. In the algorithm,
the cluster is merged when the residual energy of sensors in a
wedge falls below a threshold. In addition, the authors pro-
pose a cluster header election mechanism to minimize the
amount of needed energy to forward a packet to the sink.
In [23], the cluster header selection mechanism is proposed
in case of public safety network. To balance the load between
sensors, energy and sensor density-based clustering algo-
rithm is proposed in [21]. This paper proposes an algorithm
to formulate clusters by dividing the whole network into
equally sized subclusters. In addition, this paper proposed a
multihop routing path-making protocol based on the clusters
to maximize the lifetime of sensors.

The authors of [24] propose a clustering algorithm to
maximize the lifetime of the sensors in mobile sink-based
WSN. The algorithm uses the adaptive immune algorithm
to make up a trajectory of the mobile sink. In addition, the
algorithm determines the optimal number of cluster heads
to minimize the amount of consumed energy by communica-
tion and control packet overhead. The authors of [25] pro-
pose an energy-efficient routing algorithm by considering
the mobility of the sink node. The algorithm is based on
the clustering. Therefore, the algorithm contains sectorizing

of network and cluster head selection mechanism by consid-
ering the weight value of member sensor nodes. After cluster
header selection, the member nodes construct a routing path
by calculating the amount of consumed energy. To reduce
the burden of sensors caused by location changes of the
mobile sink, the author of [26] proposes a routing algorithm
with a virtual multiring-shaped infrastructure. By this infra-
structure, the burden can be reduced caused by advertising
the new location of the mobile sinks.

However, most sensor clustering studies consider the
situation where the sensors are relatively uniformly
deployed. If sensor clustering is formulated without consid-
ering the hotspot where a large number of sensors are con-
centrated in the WSN, energy holes may occur. Therefore,
this paper proposes an algorithm to find the appropriate
cluster number and cluster header considering the density
of sensors.

2.3. Mobile Sink Trajectory. There are numerous studies to
formulate an energy-efficient mobile sink trajectory in the
WSN [27–34]. In [27], an obstacle in the communication link
between a sensor and a mobile sink is considered. This paper
proposes a trajectory formulation mechanism by considering
the obstacles in a cluster-based WSN. In [28], rechargeable
sensor network is considered. The data gathering problem
in this paper is formulated as a network utility maximization
problem to maximize the amount of collected data by the
mobile sink with a constraint about fairness. The authors of
[29] propose a duty-cycling management and unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) trajectory formulation algorithm to
minimize the energy consumption of the whole sensor nodes
in a WSN. In this paper, the problem is formulated as a
mixed-integer nonconvex programming and the suboptimal
solution is obtained by the successive convex optimization
method. The artificial intelligence approach is applied in
[30]. This paper proposes a data gathering mechanism in
the WSN with obstacles. The mechanism has two rounds;
the first round is clustering round by using ant colony opti-
mization. A genetic algorithm is applied in the second round
of the mechanism to construct an effective trajectory of the
mobile sink. In [31], the UAV’s trajectory formulation algo-
rithm is proposed to maximize the lifetime of the network.
In this algorithm, collection points similar with rendezvous
point are selected before constructing the trajectory. After
the collection points are determined, the mobile sink’s trajec-
tory is constructed by visiting all the collection points. In
[32], a rendezvous-based data gathering protocol is pro-
posed. This protocol consists of two steps. The first step is
choosing the appropriate rendezvous point in the WSN.
The second step is an energy-efficient mobile sink path plan-
ning step. The goal of the path planning step is making sure
that as many sensors as possible are near the trajectory. The
authors of [33] propose two trajectory planning algorithms
based on rendezvous point. In this paper, two assumptions
of rendezvous point papers are relaxed. One is the speed of
data generated is the same between the sensors. The other
is the sensors have an infinite buffer size. The authors of
[34] propose a distributed UAV’s trajectory determination
algorithm to maximize the lifetime of a WSN based on game
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theory and enhanced ant colony optimization technology. By
game theory, the mobile sink finds the best rendezvous point
and the optimal trajectory is calculated by enhancing ant
colony optimization.

However, most of the trajectory planning studies formu-
late the trajectory in the case where sensors uniformly
deployed. If the sensor is placed nonuniformly, the cluster
headers might be closely placed in a specific region. To avoid
this situation, it is necessary to dynamically change the sector
visited by each mobile sink. Therefore, this paper proposes an
algorithm that dynamically changes the sector based on the
location of the cluster header.

3. System Model

In this section, we describe the system model considered in
this paper. We also provide the mathematical problem to
be optimized considering the total amount of consumed
energy in the target WSN. We present basic information
about the kinds of nodes consisting of the WSN. In addition,
we describe two kinds of wireless propagation models used in
this paper. We also define many mathematical models about
cluster, trajectory, and energy. Finally, we formulate a math-
ematical problem. Table 1 describes the notation used in this
paper and the corresponding meaning.

3.1. System Model. We consider a single WSN consisting of
N sensor nodes (SN) and M mobile sinks as the system
model. Figure 1 is a picture depicting the system model con-
sidered in this paper. We define a set, N , as the set of SNs:
f1, 2,⋯,n,⋯,Ng ∈N . We also define a set, M, as the set of
mobile sinks: f1, 2,⋯,m,⋯,Mg ∈M. ψn = ðxn, yn, hnÞ is
defined as a location profile of the nth SN. It is assumed that
all sensors are placed on the ground; that is, the height value,
hn, of all sensors is set as zero. ψmðtÞ = ðxtm, ytm, hmÞ is
defined as a location profile of the mth mobile sink in time
t. We assume that the altitude does not need to be changed
while the mobile sinks are running. We define the location
profile (0, 0, 0) as the center of the WSN. The domain of
the WSN is defined as a circle with the center at (0, 0, 0)
and radius R. By using the location profile of the SNs, we
can calculate the distance between the nth SN and n′th
SN, dn,n′ , as follows:

dn,n′ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xn − xn′ð Þ2 + yn − yn′ð Þ2

q
: ð1Þ

In a similar way, we can calculate the distance
between the mth mobile sink and nth SN in time t, dm,nðtÞ,
as follows:

dm,n tð Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xtm − xnð Þ2 + ytm − ynð Þ2 + hmð Þ2

q
: ð2Þ

As mentioned above, it is necessary to grasp the density
of each sensor for the efficient clustering and the trajectory
optimization since we are considering hotspot SN deploy-
ment. We define the density of a SN by using the k-nearest
neighbor function. N n is defined as a set of the x number

Table 1: Notation and description.

Notation Description

N The number of sensors

M The number of mobile sinks

N The set of sensors

M The set of mobile sinks

R Radius of area of the WSN

ψn Location profile of sensor n

ψm tð Þ Location profile of mobile sink m in time t

dn,n′ Distance between sensor n and sensor n′
dm,n tð Þ Distance between mobile sink m and sensor n in time t

N n The set of nearest sensor from sensor n

ϕn,n′ Binary variable to express the near sensor of n

ξn Density value

PLAGm,n tð Þ Ground-to-air propagation model from sensor n to
mobile sink m in time t

PLGG
n,n′ tð Þ

Ground-to-ground propagation model from sensor
n to sensor n′

LFS Free-space propagation model

η Environmental factor of the propagation model

f Center frequency

PTX Transmission power of sensor

Pmin Minimum received signal strength to decode

K The number of clusters

K The set of clusters

δk,n Binary variable to express the cluster header of cluster k

N CH The set of cluster headers

γk,n Binary variable to express the member node of cluster k

Dk
Summation of distance between the cluster header and

all member nodes of cluster k

λmn,n′
Binary variable to express the path of mobile sink m

from cluster header n to cluster header n0
Lm Total trajectory length of mobile sink m

emove Unit energy consumed per unit distance

Emove
m

The amount of consuming energy of the mth
mobile sink

EAG The amount of consuming energy of the cluster header

EGG
n,n′

The amount of consuming energy of sensor node n′
when its cluster header is n

α Scaling factor

LD A list of density value of sensors in an ascending order

LE A list of residual battery of sensors in a descending order

γLD
nð Þ Rank of sensor n in LD

γLE
nð Þ Rank of sensor n in LE
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SNs closest to the nth SN. Using this set, we define a binary
variable ϕn,n′ as follows:

ϕn,n′
1, if n′ ∈N n,

0,  otherwise:

(
ð3Þ

We define the density values of the nth SN,Xn, as follows
using ϕn,n′ and Euclidean distance:

Xn = 〠
n′∈N nf g

ϕn,n′ · dn,n′ : ð4Þ

3.2. Wireless Channel Model. We assume that there are two
types of communication in the considered system model.
One is ground-to-ground propagation, where the member
node SN sends data to its cluster header. The other is
ground-to-air propagation, where the cluster header sends
the collected data to the mobile sink. We use the ground-
to-air propagation model already presented in [35, 36]. If
the nth SN transmits the collected data to the mth mobile
sink in time t, the considered ground-to-air propagation
model, PLAGm,nðtÞ, is as follows:

PLAGm,n tð Þ = LFS + 20 log dm,n tð Þð Þ + η, ð5Þ

where η is an additional attenuation factor determined by the
environment. LFS is a free-space path loss model. This model
with center frequency f is defined as follows:

LFS = 20 log fð Þ + 20 log
4π
c

� �
, ð6Þ

where c is also environmental variable.
We also use the ground-to-ground propagation model

already presented in [36, 37]. When thenth SN transmits a
data to then′th SN, the propagationmodel,PLGG

n,n′ , is as follows:

PLGG
n,n′ tð Þ = −55:9 + 38 log dn,n′

� �
+ 24:5 +

1:5f
925

� �
log fð Þ:

ð7Þ

The SN is the only transmitter of the two kinds of communi-
cation; we only define PTX as transmission power of the SN. In
addition, we define Pmin as the minimum received signal
strength for a successful reception. Overall, we can define a
condition for successful signal reception as follows:

PTX

10PL/10
≥ Pmin: ð8Þ

3.3. Cluster and Trajectory Model. We assume that there are
the K numbers of clusters in the considered system model.
Let us suppose that K is a set of the clusters f1, 2,⋯,k,⋯,Kg
∈K We define a binary variable, δk,n, to express the cluster
header of the kth cluster as follows:

δk,n
1,  if n is the cluster header of cluster k,

0,  otherwise:

(
ð9Þ

We also define a set of cluster headers of all cluster
headers, N CH. In a similar way, we define a binary variable,
γk,n, to express the member nodes of the kth cluster as follows:

γk,n
1,  if n is themember node of cluster k,

0,  otherwise:

(
ð10Þ

We can obtain the sum of the distance between the cluster
header and the corresponding member SNs of the kth cluster,
Dk, as follows:

Dk = 〠
n∈N CH

〠
n′∈N CH\ nf g

δk,n · γk,n′ · dn,n′ : ð11Þ

In order to obtain the trajectory length for each mobile
sink, we first need to define whether there is a trajectory path
between cluster headers. If the mth mobile sink has a path
from cluster header n to another cluster header n′, λmn,n′ is
defined as one. Otherwise, it is defined as zero. Using λmn,n′ ,
we can get the total trajectory length, Lm, of the mth mobile
sink as follows:

Lm = 〠
n∈N CH

〠
n′∈N CH\ nf g

λmn,n′ · dn,n′ : ð12Þ

3.4. Energy Model. In the proposed systemmodel, energy con-
sumption occurs in three cases. One is the energy consump-
tion that the mobile sink generates as it moves along a given
trajectory path. When the trajectory length of the mth mobile
sink is given through (12), the amount of consuming energy of
the mth mobile sink by moving, Emove

m , is defined as follows:

Emove
m = Lm · emove: ð13Þ

Cluster header 
Sensor
Drone

Figure 1: System model.
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emove represents the unit energy consumed per unit dis-
tance. The other two energy consumption cases are caused
by the SN. One of them appears when the cluster header sends
the collected data to the mobile sink. We assume that the
mobile sink comes to the exact location of the cluster header
in order to receive data from the cluster header. Therefore,
the transmission distance when the cluster header transmits
the collected data to the mobile sink is unconditionally hm.
To increase the energy efficiency of the WSN, we assume that
the cluster header sets the transmission power as the mini-
mum strength for the mobile sink to successfully receive data.
By these assumptions, the amount of energy consumed by the
cluster header, EAG, is defined as follows:

EAG = Pmin · 10PLAG/10: ð14Þ

One remaining energy consumption case is when the
member node transmits data to the cluster header. We assume
that all member nodes send data directly to its cluster header
without relaying to mitigate energy hole issues. The same as
(14), it is assumed that the member node sets the minimum
transmission power at which the cluster header can success-
fully receive a signal. By these assumptions, the amount of
energy consumed by member node n, EGG

n,n′ , is as follows:

EGG
n,n′ = Pmin · 10PL

GG
n,n ′

/10
: ð15Þ

By utilizing (13)–(15), we can formulate a mathematical
expression of the total amount of consumed energy in the
WSN as follows:

Etot = 〠
m∈M

Emove
m + K × EAG + α · 〠

k∈K
〠

n,n′∈N
γk,n · γk,n′ · E

GG
n,n′ :

ð16Þ

α is a scaling factor to fairly consider the energy consump-
tion according to the battery capacity of the SN and mobile
sink. Obviously, the absolute energy consumption of mobile
sinks is incomparably large for the consumption of SNs. How-
ever, mobile sinks have a large battery capacity compared to
the SN, and charging is easy due to mobility. On the other
hand, the SN has a very small battery and it is very difficult
to charge or replace the battery. Therefore, it can be consid-
ered that the amount of battery consumed by communication
has a large burden to the SN. Therefore, α is introduced to
compensate for the absolute difference in energy consumption
between the mobile sink and the SN.

Emove
m and EAG + EGG have a trade-off relationship. In

order to reduce the energy consumption of the SN, the size
of the cluster must be made finer to reduce the consumption
caused by the communication between the member node and
the cluster header. However, as the number of cluster headers
increases, the number of points to be visited by the mobile
sink increases. This causes an increase of Lm. On the other
hand, in order to reduce the energy consumption of the
mobile sink, minimizing the Lm by reducing the number of
clusters as much as possible is advantageous. However, it

increases the energy consumption of SNs. Therefore, we need
to investigate this trade-off relationship and find the optimal
cluster number and trajectory.

3.5. Problem Formulation.We intend to determine the num-
ber of clusters to minimize the amount of energy consumed
by WSN components. In addition, we also intend to present
the energy-efficient trajectory of each mobile sink. We also
intend to determine the number of member nodes of all clus-
ters to alleviate the energy hole problem of the cluster header.
Therefore, the following mathematical optimization problem
is presented by using (16):

min
K ,Δ,Γ,Λ

Etot ð17aÞ

s:t: 〠
k∈K

γk,n = 1, ∀n ∈N , ð17bÞ

〠
n∈N

δk,n = 1, ∀n ∈N , ð17cÞ

〠
m∈M

λmn,n′ ≤ 1, ∀n ∈N CH, ð17dÞ

〠
n′∈N CH\ nf g

λmn,n′ = 1, ∀n ∈N CH, ð17eÞ

〠
n′∈N CH\ nf g

λmn′ ,n = 1, ∀n ∈N CH: ð17fÞ

Δ, Γ, and Λ are defined as the cluster header, member
node profile, and trajectory path profile, respectively. Δ and
Γ is a matrix of K ×N . Λ is a matrix of M × K2. Equation
(17b) is a constraint that means that all SNs can belong to
only one cluster. Equation (17c) is a constraint that every
cluster can only have at most one cluster header. Constraint
(17d) means that the path between the nth cluster header
and the n′th cluster header can only be moved by one mobile
sink. Constraints (17e) and (17f) allow the trajectory not to
be scattered into multiple branches but to have only one path.

4. Proposed Method

This section provides a detailed description of the ISCTO
algorithm to solve the presented problem efficiently. We
reformulate the problem to solve (17a) easily. The reformed
problem is divided into sensor clustering problem and trajec-
tory optimization problem. To solve the sensor clustering
problem, we define the cluster header election algorithm con-
sidering the density function defined in (4) and the amount
of residual energy of the battery of the sensors. In the trajec-
tory optimization process, we propose a trajectory path plan-
ning algorithm to minimize the amount of consumed energy
by mobile sinks. Finally, we introduce an algorithm that com-
bines the two proposed algorithms to reduce energy con-
sumption by an iterative way.

4.1. Problem Decomposition. There is an obstacle that the
domain of problem (17a) presented earlier is very wide to
solve the problem directly. In order to determine the number
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of cluster headers, there are a total of N cases ranging from a
minimum of 1 to a maximum of N . If there are k clusters, we
need to examine Nk cases to find the appropriate k cluster
headers among all sensors. Finally, ðk − 1Þk paths should be
considered for trajectory path planning. Consequently, the
domain of (17a) is total Nk+1 · ðk − 1Þk. Therefore, we need
to decompose the problem into two problems in order to
solve the existing problems quickly and efficiently. One is a
problem considering the energy consumption of the SN.
The other is a problem of considering the energy consump-
tion of the mobile sink. The decomposed problem about
minimizing the amount of consumed energy by all SNs is
as follows:

min
K ,Δ,Γ

K × EAG + 〠
k∈K

〠
n,n′∈N

γk,n · γk,n′ · E
GG
n,n′ ð18aÞ

s:t: 〠
k∈K

γk,n = 1, ∀n ∈N , ð18bÞ

〠
n∈N

δk,n = 1, ∀n ∈N : ð18cÞ

In a similar way, the decomposed problem of mobile sink
energy consumption is as follows:

min
Λ

〠
m∈M

Emove
m ð19aÞ

s:t:  〠
m∈M

λmn,n′ ≤ 1, ∀n ∈N CH, ð19bÞ

〠
n′∈N CH\ nf g

λmn,n′ = 1, ∀n ∈N CH, ð19cÞ

〠
n′∈N CH\ nf g

λmn′ ,n = 1, ∀n ∈N CH: ð19dÞ

Despite going through the decomposition process, the
domain is still very large to solve both problems directly.
In particular, (19a) is a famous NP-hard problem that can
be reduced to a traveling salesman problem [38]. Therefore,
we first propose an algorithm to select the appropriate clus-
ter header SN while gradually increasing the K value from
the minimum value. Also, we present the energy-efficient
trajectory path planning algorithm of mobile sinks using
the cluster header SN given as the result of the aforemen-
tioned algorithm.

4.2. Sensor Clustering. As mentioned earlier, we need to
devise an algorithm to solve problem (18a) easily because
the domain is still very large to solve directly. We propose
an algorithm to minimize the energy consumption of all
SNs by forming sensor clusters and finding a suitable cluster
header. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the sensor
clustering algorithm.

Before we explain the procedures of the algorithm, we
need to figure out which SN is suitable to be a cluster header.
We consider the density value defined by (4) and the amount
of residual energy of all SNs in selecting a suitable cluster

header. It can be said that the SN is suitable for becoming a
cluster header in the following situations. In terms of density,
it is better that a SN which can minimize Dk becomes the
cluster header to reduce the amount of energy that member
nodes consume by transmission. In terms of residual energy,
a SN with larger residual energy is good for a cluster header
so that data transmitted by a large number of member nodes
can be successfully received without discharge. We define LD
as a list in which all SNs inN are sorted in an ascending order
by density value,Xn. In a similar way, we define LE as a list of
all SNs in N sorted in a descending order by residual battery.
We define γLD

ðnÞ and γLE
ðnÞ as a rank using the order of a

specific SN n in the two lists of a specific SN, LD and LE .
We get the sum of the two ranks, γLD

ðnÞ + γLE
ðnÞ of all

SNs. A SN n with the smallest sum of ranks is a suitable SN
for cluster header. The SN is selected as a cluster header.

The proposed algorithm works in the following order. If
there is no cluster header already placed, that is, K = 0, the
number of cluster headers of the same number as the
mobile sink, M, is selected in the order of the lowest sum
of the two ranks defined above. The reason for selecting
the first M cluster header is to form the trajectory sector
of each mobile sink, which is explained in detail in Section
4.3. If there are previously formed cluster headers, that is,
k ≥M, an additional cluster header is selected. Unlike the
initial M cluster header selection, the newly selected cluster
header is selected of a SN with the lowest sum of ranks in
the cluster with the most member nodes among the existing
clusters. The reason of this procedure is to mitigate the
energy hole issue. The header of a cluster with the most
member nodes increases the battery consumption due to
data reception compared to other headers. Therefore, the
more the member nodes, the faster the header battery is

Input : Δ, Γ, K
Output: Δ, Γ
1 Make LD, LE
2 for n ∈N do
3 Obtain rLD

ðnÞ, rLE
ðnÞ

4 end
5 if K =M then
6 Find M number of n with lowest rLD

ðnÞ, rLE
ðnÞ

7 for n with lowest rLD
ðnÞ, rLE

ðnÞ , and k ∈K do
8. δk,n = 1
9 end
10 end
11 if K! =M then
12 Find k with most number of member nodes
13 Find n with lowest rLD

ðnÞ, rLE
ðnÞ in k

14 δk,n = 1
15 end
16 for n ∈N do
17 Update γ with shortest dn,n′ , n′ ∈N CH

18 end
19 return Δ, Γ

Algorithm 1. Density-battery coupled sensor cluster algorithm.
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discharged, so it is necessary to disassemble the cluster. If
cluster headers are selected through the above-mentioned
process, all remaining SNs form a cluster by belonging to
the shortest dn,n′ cluster header.

4.3. Trajectory Optimization. The trajectory optimization
given by (19a) is a famous NP-hard problem, and we need
to devise an algorithm for trajectory optimization. Fortu-
nately, the ant colony optimization can be a good solution
to find the minimum length of the trajectory. We form the
mobile sink trajectory using the ant colony optimization.
The remaining task is to determine the cluster headers that
each mobile sink should visit. To solve this problem, a
sectorization-based technique is proposed to determine the
coverage of each mobile sink in the entire network. It is
assumed that each mobile sink visits all cluster headers in
its own sector. Also, we propose an algorithm that adjusts
the sector to find the optimal trajectory when a new cluster
header is added by the algorithm mentioned in Section 4.2.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the trajectory opti-
mization algorithm. If the firstM cluster header is selected by
the sensor clustering algorithm, one mobile sink is matched
for each cluster header. At this time, the first sector of each
mobile sink should be formed based on the location of the
cluster headers. We make line segments so that both ends
are the center of the WSN and the location of each cluster
header n. In addition, we make line segments that bisect the
angle formed by neighboring segments by the length of R
starting from the center of the WSN. The arc formed by the
segments of the length of R becomes the initial sector in
charge of each mobile sink. sm is the sector of mobile sink
m, and θm is the central angle of arc-shape sector sm.

When a new cluster header appears by the clustering
algorithm, it is inevitably included in an area of one sector
among previously set sectors. In this case, we define two cases
named C1 and C2. First, C1 is a case in which the mobile sink
in charge of the sector including the added cluster header
visits the newly added cluster header. In this case, the trajec-
tory length of mobile sinks in charge of other sectors does not
change. LC1m is defined as the trajectory length of mobile sink
m in case C1. LC1 is defined as the sum of the trajectory
lengths of all mobile sinks calculated in case C1:

LC1 = 〠
m∈M

LC1m : ð20Þ

C2 is defined as adjusting the sector boundary. At this
time, the way to adjust the sector is as follows. A sector with
a new cluster header is defined as a source sector, and a sector
with a small central angle of arc among two neighboring sec-
tors is defined as a destination sector. The boundary adjust-
ment between sectors is a method of moving one cluster
header from the source sector to the destination sector and
adjusting the boundary of the sector accordingly. The cluster
header to be moved to the destination sector is defined as the
cluster header having the shortest Euclidean distance from
the boundary of two neighboring sectors. After the sector
boundary adjustment is completed, the trajectory length of
all mobile sinks is calculated. Mobile sinks in charge of other

sectors except for the source sector and destination sector do
not have a change in trajectory length. LC2m is defined as the
trajectory length of mobile sinkm in case C2. The total trajec-
tory length at this case is defined as

LC2 = 〠
m∈M

LC2m : ð21Þ

The values of LC1 and LC2 are compared to determine the
final trajectory. In this case, since the case with a smaller
value reduces the amount of energy consumed by the mobile
sink, the case is presented as the output of the algorithm. The
sector adjustment method is explained in Figure 2. Number 1
is when the first M cluster headers appeared. In case 2, the
first sector is created based on the location of the firstM clus-
ter headers. In case 3, a new cluster header has appeared. 4-1
is the process of calculating LC1, and 4-2 is the process of cal-
culating LC2. Finally, number 5 is the result of calculating the
final trajectory.

Input : Δ,Λ, K
Output: Λ
1 if K =M then
2 for n ∈N CH andm ∈M do
3 λm0,n = 1 and λmn,0 = 1
4 Forming sm
5 Calculating θm
6 Lm = 2 ×

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2n + y2n

p
7 end
8 end
9 if n ∈N CH has no λm = 1∀m ∈M then
10 Find sm included ψn

11 Update ΛC1

12 for m ∈M do
13 Calculate LC1m
14 end
15 LC1 =∑m∈MLC1m
16 ssrc = sm
17 sdest =m′ which min fθm−1, θm+1g
18 Find n′ ∈ ssrc which has shortest Euclidean

distance
19 ssrc removes n′
20 sdest includes n′
21 Update ΛC2

22 for m ∈M do
23 Calculate LC2m
24 end
25 LC2 =∑m∈MLC2m
26 if LC1 ≥ LC2 then
27 Λ =ΛC2

28 end
29 if LC1 < LC2 then
30 Λ =ΛC1

31 end
32 end
33 return Λ

Algorithm 2. Arc-shape sector boundary adjustment.
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As a special case, there is a case where all cluster headers
of the source sector are delivered to the destination sector as a
result of the sector boundary adjustment. This special case is
shown in Figure 3. In other words, it means the case where
the mobile sink in charge of the source sector does not take
off. This occurs when all the cluster headers of the source sec-
tor are included in the area that goes to the destination sector.
Assuming that the trajectory length at this case is calculated
as the output of the algorithm. If the next new cluster header
appears, C1 and C2 are defined as follows. C1 is defined as
the situation in which trajectory is designed without sector
adjustment as before. C2 is defined as a case in which a clus-
ter header is newly allocated to a mobile sink that has not
taken off in the previous step. The sector boundary adjust-
ment and trajectory are calculated according to this case
instead of setting a neighboring sector as a destination sector.

4.4. ISCTO: Iterative Sensor Clustering and Trajectory
Optimization. Using the algorithms proposed in Sections
4.2 and 4.3, we propose a sensor clustering and trajectory
optimization algorithm to minimize the energy consump-
tion, which is named ISCTO. As mentioned earlier, there is
a trade-off relationship between the amount of energy con-
sumption by the SN and mobile sink due to the different
trends according to the value of K . Therefore, we find that
trade-off point through an iterative approach.

Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode showing the opera-
tion procedure of ISCTO. We define the initial Δ, Γ and Λ
as follows:

Δ 0ð Þ = 0∣∀δk,n, k ∈K , n ∈N
� �

,

Γ 0ð Þ = 0∣∀γk,n, k ∈K , n ∈N
� �

,

Λ 0ð Þ = 0∣∀λmn,n′ , k ∈K , n ∈N CH
n o

:

ð22Þ

1 2 3 5

4 –2

4 –1

Figure 2: Procedure of modifying the territories of each sector.

Figure 3: Special case of sector adjusting.

Input : N ,M,Ψ,K = ϕ
Output: K , Δ, Γ,Λ
1 Initialize Δ, Γ,Λ as Δð0Þ, Γð0Þ,Λð0Þ
2 K =M
3 Δð1Þ, Γð1Þ = Algorithm1ðΔð0Þ, Γð0Þ, KÞ
4 Δð1Þ = Algorithm2ðΔð1Þ,Λð0Þ, KÞ
5 Eold

tot = calculateEtotðK , Δð1Þ, Γð1Þ,Λð1ÞÞ
6 t = 2
7 while Enew

tot ≤ Eold
tot do

8 K = K + 1
9 ΔðtÞ, ΓðtÞ = Algorithm1ðΔðt − 1Þ, Γðt − 1Þ, KÞ
10 ΛðtÞ = Algorithm2ðΔðtÞ,Λðt − 1Þ, KÞ
11 Enew

tot = calculateEtotðK , ΔðtÞ, ΓðtÞ,ΛðtÞÞ
12 if Enew

tot = Eold
tot then

13 Eold
tot = Enew

tot
14 Enew

tot = 0
15 t = t + 1
16 end
17 end
18 return K − 1, Δðt − 1Þ, Γðt − 1Þ,Λðt − 1Þ

Algorithm 3. ISCTO.

Table 2: System parameters.

Notation Value

N 50-400

M 3, 5

R 500 (m)

hm 50, 100 (m)

x 10

f 1 (GHz)

c 0.6

η 1

PTX 10 (dBm)

Pmin -70 (dBm)

emove 10−5

α 54
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First,M initial cluster headers must be set to formM sec-
tors. If initial M cluster headers are given, M initial sectors
are formed based on the location of the cluster headers. Based
on the two algorithms, the energy consumption Etot is calcu-
lated using the given sensor cluster and trajectory. At this
time, Etot is defined as the first E

old
tot . If E

old
tot is defined, we have

to process the sensor cluster algorithm again, select one new
cluster header, and perform trajectory optimization by con-
sidering the newly added cluster header. The next step is to
calculate the energy consumption Enew

tot using the newly
obtained sensor cluster and trajectory. Then, the values of
Eold
tot and Enew

tot are compared. If Eold
tot is higher, it means that

the new cluster header and trajectory represent better energy
efficiency. Therefore, Eold

tot is overwritten with E
new
tot . After that,

the algorithm goes back to the sensor cluster algorithm and
add a new cluster. If Eold

tot has a value lower than Enew
tot , this

algorithm is ended. The sensor cluster and trajectory from
the last step are derived as the output of the entire algorithm.

The ISCTO algorithm forms clusters independently of
the mobility of mobile sinks to improve energy efficiency in
hotspots where the SN is densely located. As the defined den-
sity value in (4) is smaller, the probability of being selected as
a cluster header increases, so a relatively large number of
clusters are formed in the hotspot. It is possible to mitigate
the energy hole issue of the cluster header by inducing that
cluster headers in charge of hotspot and nonhotspot have

similar member nodes. In order to improve the energy effi-
ciency of the mobile sink, the ISCTO algorithm divides the
entire network into M sectors to form the trajectory of the
mobile sink. The mobility of the mobile sink is dependent
on the location of the cluster headers located in its own
sector.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present the performance of the proposed
algorithm through simulation. The simulation environment
performed is described. We consider two uneven sensor
deployment scenarios. One is the fully random deployment
of sensors. The other is a hotspot scenario where the majority
of sensors are placed in a specific area. We present each per-
formance in each sensor node deployment scenario. Finally,
we present a graph analyzing the running time of the pro-
posed algorithm.

5.1. Simulation Environment.We create a simulation to dem-
onstrate the performance of the ISCTO. Table 2 shows the
system parameters used in the created simulation. System
parameters are determined based on [39, 40]. The values of
all graphs are the average values of 10,000 times of experi-
ments with the changing deployment of sensors. We consid-
ered two SN deployment scenarios. One is a scenario in
which SNs are completely randomly deployed in the entire
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Figure 4: Clustering example of random deployment.
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area of the WSN and is called a “fully randomly deploy-
ment” scenario. The other is a scenario where many SNs
are placed in a specific area of the entire area of the WSN,
which is called a “hotspot deployment” scenario. For the
“hotspot” scenario, we experiment by placing 50% of the
SN in the 1/4 area of the WSN.

5.2. Amount of Energy Consumption. Figure 4 shows the clus-
tering transition for each iteration when N = 200 in a fully
random deployment scenario. Figure 4(a) is the clustering
result at the first iteration. The number of the first cluster is
3 because of the initial process of the sensor clustering algo-
rithm whenM = 3. Figure 4(b) is the result of the second iter-
ation. In this figure, we can confirm that the new cluster head
is separated from the green cluster head which had the most
member nodes. Additionally, we can see that the cluster has
been adjusted as a result. Figure 4(c) is the state at the end
of sensor clustering; this example shows that the total of 6
clusters is formed. Figure 5 depicts the trajectory of each
mobile sink formed in Figure 4. Each mobile sink trajectory
is identified by the color of the arrow. Figure 5(a) is the situ-
ation where the firstM cluster header is formed; each mobile
sink is configured to handle one cluster header. Figure 5(b)

shows the updated trajectory after the new cluster header
was created. In this example, the black arrow means the
source sector, and the red arrow means the destination
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Figure 5: Trajectory example of random deployment.
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sector. In this situation, due to the fact that C2 returned a
shorter trajectory, one cluster header was moved closest to
the destination sector in the source sector. With repetition
of the aforementioned process, we obtain the final trajectory
like Figure 5(c).

Figure 6 shows the graph of the transition of Etot accord-
ing to the change of N in the random deployment scenario.
The graph contains the results of experiments on four cases
according to changes in the number of the mobile sink, M,
and the altitude, h, of the mobile sink. It can be said that as
the number of SNs increases, Etot increases. The reason for
M = 3 showing a lower result compared to M = 5 is that
Emove increases with the increasing of M. It can be said that
the altitude does not significantly affect the overall result. If
the value of K is not extremely large, it can be said that the
term EAG does not play a large part in the result.

Figure 7. shows the cluster formation process for each
iteration in a hotspot deployment scenario. In this example,
it can be seen that the hotspot is formed at the upper left of
the WSN. Since the density value, X , is considered in the
process of determining the cluster header, it can be seen that
the sensor belonging to the hotspot was continuously deter-
mined as the cluster header in the beginning. In Figure 7(b),
the first cluster header that does not belong to the hotspot is
selected as a brown cluster. Figure 8 shows the trajectory for-
mation process for each mobile sink in Figure 7. As it can be

seen in Figure 7, there is a probability which the number of
the cluster headers in charge of mobile sinks can be unbal-
anced as many cluster headers are generated in the hotspot.
In this example, it can be seen that the mobile sink, which
follows the red arrow, is in charge of more than two or three
cluster headers than other mobile sinks. However, the sector
area between mobile sinks is adjusted to have a uniform cen-
tral angle as much as possible, so that the total length of tra-
jectory for each mobile sink is set to be balanced.

Figure 9 is the graph showing Etot according to the
change of N in the hotspot deployment scenario. The exper-
iment also compared the results of the four cases according to
the changes of M and h. Most of the trend of performance
value change shows the same trends shown in the random
deployment scenario, though it shows a higher result value
compared to the random deployment scenario. This is
because hotspot deployment scenarios tend to create more
clusters than random deployments. As the number of clus-
ters increases, the trajectory length of the mobile sink also
increases, and this causes an increase in the result.

5.3. Distribution of Member Node. We present the distribu-
tion of cluster member nodes as a performance indicator
associated with the energy hole issue. We investigate the dis-
tribution of member nodes by cluster after experiments in
two SN deployment scenarios when M = 3 and M = 5.
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Figure 7: Clustering example of hotspot deployment.
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Figures 10 and 11 represent the CDF of the number of mem-
ber nodes for each cluster whenN = 200andN = 400, respec-
tively. As the graph is directed to the left, it means the

average number of member nodes in the cluster is less. Both
graphs show the same trend regardless of N . Also, in the
case of the same SN deployment scenario, it can be seen that
the larger the M, the fewer the member nodes. The reason
for this result is based on the beginning mechanism of pro-
posing sensor clustering algorithm. The sensor clustering
algorithm creates the firstM cluster at the beginning. There-
fore, the larger the M, the more clusters can be formed. As
more clusters are formed, the number of member nodes will
naturally decrease. Therefore, larger M tends to include
fewer member nodes.

In the case of the same number ofM, the trend of having
fewer member nodes in the hotspot deployment than in the
random sensor deployment can be seen. In the hotspot
deployment scenario, most of the cluster headers are gener-
ated in the hotspot due to γLD

.
Although most of SNs are in the hotspot, hotspot clusters

are more finely divided as many cluster headers are gener-
ated. This results in creating clusters with fewer member
nodes on average in hotspot deployments. In addition, as
mentioned above, the tendency for more clusters to occur
in a hotspot deployment scenario is also a reason for the clus-
ter to have fewer member nodes.
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Figure 8: Trajectory example of hotspot deployment.
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On the other hand, the distribution of the number of
member nodes in the two deployment scenarios crosses
around 1/4 ·N points. The reasons for this result are as fol-
lows. In a random deployment scenario, sensors and cluster
headers are relatively evenly distributed. There is low proba-
bility that numerous member nodes are included with bias in
one cluster. However, in a hotspot deployment, due to γLD

,
only a small number of clusters are created in a region out-
side the hotspot which causes the number of member nodes
gathered in one cluster.

5.4. Time Complexity Analysis. To show the running time of
the proposed algorithm, we experiment the average number
of iteration until the algorithm ended according to changes
in N . The same as the above experiment, we investigate in
two SN deployment scenarios when M = 3 and M = 5.
Figure 12 is a graph presenting the number of iterations. In
the case of the same M, it can be seen that iteration takes
more in the hotspot than in the random deployment. As

shown in Figure 7, the reason is that the cluster header is con-
tinuously generated only at the hotspot. If the newly gener-
ated cluster header is not far from the previously generated
cluster header, this means that the previously formed trajec-
tory also does not need to be significantly changed. This
means that even if a new cluster header is generated, the
reduction amount of Emove does not occur significantly.
Because of this, the proposed algorithm causes more iteration
in the hotspot deployment environment.

Interestingly, depending on the change of the value ofM,
the trend of the iteration number changes differently. In the
random deployment scenario, the larger the M, the lesser
the iteration results. This is because when the M clusters
are initially formed, the cluster headers are not biased to
one place. Therefore, the benefit of EGG obtained by adding
the cluster header is not significantly large. On the other
hand, in the hotspot deployment scenario, when the initial
M clusters are formed, cluster headers are intensively gener-
ated in the hotspot. The EGG generated when a new cluster
header is created in the nonhotspot area is significantly large.
Therefore, it runs more iterations.

In addition, we can infer that the average number of
cluster headers generated by the ISCTO is (M + the number
of iteration) through the graph.

6. Conclusion

We propose a sensor clustering and trajectory path planning
algorithm named ISCTO for uneven SN deployed WSN with
multiple mobile sinks. This algorithm iteratively performs
two stages of sensor clustering and trajectory optimization
to minimize the amount of energy consumed by WSN com-
ponents. In the sensor clustering phase, two rankings are
defined using density function and residual battery level.

Whenever a new cluster header is needed, the SN with the
lowest sum of rankings is added as a new cluster header. In
trajectory optimization, WSN is divided into several sectors
to minimize the amount of energy that the mobile sink con-
sumes. Whenever a new cluster header is created, consider
the two cases defined and find the case that shows the shorter
trajectory length. We show the performance of the ISCTO
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algorithm through simulation. In the future, we will improve
the proposed algorithm to support the one million devices
per 1 square of kilometer situation, which is a requirement
of 5G mMTC.

Data Availability

We create a simulation to demonstrate the performance of
our proposed algorithm.
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